CASE STUDY

Planning Ahead:
One Church’s Journey to Normalizing Conversations
about What Matters Most in Life, Death, and Dying
“More than I expected!”
Rev. Gloria White-Hammond, Co-Pastor of Bethel AME Church, was surprised when 40
congregants showed up for a Conversation Project Starter Kit workshop when only 10 had
committed to coming. Clearly, there was greater interest in end-of-life conversations than even
these church leaders imagined.
Pastor Gloria and her husband Pastor Ray Hammond—both medical doctors and ministers—
have always sought ways to unite the ministry of the spirit and body. They know that talking
about death and dying is not an easy conversation to start.
But not talking about “what matters most” has its
“It was inspiring that our
consequences. Like many clergy, they have witnessed conflict
pastors made time to
and strife among family members who did not know what
communicate their passion for
kind of care their loved one wanted at the end of life or what
end-of-life care; it has been
arrangements they wanted when they died. They saw
helpful knowing all are
funerals become a time of grief marred by family dysfunction
involved.” – A 50-year-old
because people had not had a conversation about their endfemale participant
of-life wishes with their family and friends.
Those experiences fueled Pastor Gloria’s passion to help people move past their anxieties about
talking about dying and death. Pairing her medical knowledge with encouraging values-based
conversations, she is guiding her congregants to reflect on the reality of aging, illness, and
dying, and to consider what kinds of decisions they might make in the face of these realities.
Sparking a Church-wide Movement
In 2015, the Bethel AME congregation partnered with The Conversation Project—an initiative
through the Institute for Healthcare Improvement—to help people think about how they want
to live at the end of their lives, and to communicate those wishes to their loved ones before a
medical crisis arises. This collaboration led to the formation of a welcomed new ministry at
Bethel.

The insights and enthusiasm of the original 40
workshop participants sparked a movement in
their predominantly African-American
congregation in Boston. Though the “40 sparks”
began by asking questions with some fear and
reluctance, they were motivated by the
urgency they felt to plan for the inevitable:
their deaths. In the company of one another, in
the familiar setting of their spiritual home,
people expressed their uncertainties and
anxieties, and supported each other to discuss
the decisions
that they believed would help their family and friends at critical
“Monthly sessions give people
and difficult times: as they were dying—and after they passed.
the opportunity to think about
Their engagement in these spiritually grounded conversations
it more.” – A Planning Ahead
led to the creation of a new ministry and a desire to share it
Champion Leader
beyond the walls of their church building.
The Birth of a Ministry: Planning Ahead
Bethel’s pastors recognized the power of hosting small, intimate, and informative groups to
engage congregants in these critical discussions and supported the creation of a new pastoral
ministry: Planning Ahead.
The goal for Planning Ahead was not only to create a ministry to help people face the reality of
mortality, but also to strengthen family bonds and bonds with God and the congregation.
Grounded in this framework, they set a numerical goal to turn
their aspirations into tangible action and to track progress: by
2020, 200 members of their 400-member congregation will
“I came to Session 2 thinking
complete all three Planning Ahead sessions, discuss their wishes this would be something for
my parents. I realized this is
with their family, and provide a copy of their Medical Care
something for ME!” – A 50Directive to their physician. By the end of 2018, 184
year-old female participant
congregants had started the program, and an estimated 22%
had completed the process.
The Planning Ahead program consists of three sessions held once a month for three months:
- Session 1: Introducing The Conversation Project and reviewing the Conversation Starter
Kit
- Session 2: Reviewing 5 Wishes®/Advanced Medical Care and how to choose a heath care
proxy, making palliative care decisions and viewing the documentary, Extremis
- Session 3: Celebrating and affirming the Planning Ahead process has begun
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New participants are invited to join the program each season
(Winter, Spring, and Fall). They aim to run three simultaneous
Planning Ahead groups with an average of 7-8 congregants per
group (cohort) each season. In year one, Pastor Gloria and two
pastoral ministers co-led the cohorts. By year three, seven
Champion Leaders/ministers had been trained by going through
the program themselves, and are now paired with senior
program minister Rev. Sabrina Gray or Rev. Gloria WhiteHammond to lead the cohort. Twenty-five cohorts had been run
through 2018.

“The presenter’s empathy in
discussing the sensitive
topics of this course enabled
me to feel safe during
sessions.” – A 32-year-old
male participant

In addition to these programming elements, Bethel AME pastors deliver topic-related sermons
and make print and web resources available to congregants. Church-produced videos featuring
members discussing their personal Planning Ahead journeys and how they had the
conversation with family and friends are shown during church services. Through the slow and
steady process of the Planning Ahead program, seeds for having conversations about end-oflife have been planted. What was initially a difficult subject to broach has become a normalized,
comfortable topic of discussion, and Planning Ahead has become a recognized and valued
ministry in the Bethel community. Encouraged to have conversations with all family members
(not just one person in the family), Planning Ahead participants acknowledge and honor the
strength of family that is so critical within their African-American community.

An Ever-evolving Process and Journey Fueled by Stories
The Planning Ahead journey is different for each person, and it is an ever-evolving process.
Everyone enters this journey at their own comfort level: some with a sense of necessity after
the death of a loved one, some interested in relaying what they learn back to others, some for
their own unique reasons.
Toni, a 30-something-year-old Champion Leader, said she felt she
had become “invisible” when someone she knew died. She
withdrew from friends or family if a loved one died until she was
asked one day after service at the Planning Ahead sign-up table,
“Does anyone know your plans if you died today?” Thus, began her
journey to “authentically” deal with death. Her experiences with
facing her anxieties have given her an unabashed willingness to
share and encourage others to take action to understand and make
decisions about how they want to live at the end of their lives.

“I was thankful I am not
alone when it comes to
thinking about this and
that others are willing to
share their experiences
around this.” – A 62-yearold participant

Shaya and Kwadwo, a young couple with a new infant son, saw the need to plan ahead given
their “new responsibility.” Shaya spoke about the amount of time they spent trying to decide
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what crib to buy and what car seat to buy. They decided that spending time making plans for
their son in the case of their death was another important way to care for their son.
Joyce, a physician and medical school professor, told her children Kwaku and Nicole about her
Planning Ahead decisions. At first, the children thought it was insensitive of her to discuss her
death. They soon realized that their mother was not being insensitive, but just “being mom”—
caring for them on another level by sharing her and her husband’s end-of-life wishes. Joyce
plans to suggest that courses on hospice and palliative care be added to the curriculum at her
medical school.
Karen, a Bethel Champion Leader (and one of the original 40), realized Planning Ahead was a
journey she herself had to experience before expecting others to. She had to walk the journey
persistently and consistently, committed to
listening to “in-your-face honesty” from people
Other Key Lessons for Faith Leaders:
with different levels of understanding and
• Be prepared & commit for the long haul: Give
comfort levels.
Navigating Within the Context of Culture
Bethel leaders also knew that culture can play a
hand in a person’s reluctance to discussing endof-life issues and that the Planning Ahead
ministry could help congregants navigate this
topic in the context of their own cultures.
Margaret, a Champion leader, participated in
Planning Ahead shortly after her mother’s
death. As was customary in her Ugandan
culture, she was in the process of grieving and
planning her mother’s yearlong memorial.
Planning Ahead helped Margaret see the
benefit of planning her own end-of-life wishes
ahead of time to ease this future yearlong
process for her loved ones.

people space for processing, stay at it, and in
time seeds will bear fruit.
•Frame end-of-life terminology and messaging
to what will resonate with your community.
• Encourage conversations that match what
matters most to your community’s culture,
family, and beliefs.
• Appeal to both the personal and various
professional needs congregants bring to the
table.
• Enlist a passionate leader to facilitate and lead
this process.
• Set a goal, track and evaluate progress and
adapt programming.
• Test new ideas to see what resonates.
• Empower participants to direct the path
through active learning and evaluation of
feedback/ideas.
•Leverage the advice of others already doing
this, partnering with likeminded groups for
support.

Lessons Learned
At the onset, the Bethel planning team knew
that the words they used to frame their
message to invite people in mattered. They
chose not to use the term “end-of-life” in their program title because, as Christians, they
believe that life continues after death. One of their simple yet most powerful reminders is that
Jesus had a plan and shared it with his followers.
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Bethel’s leaders also emphasize the importance of taking a leap of faith, introducing this work
with courage and confidence and testing ideas to see what works. Trying new ways to reach
their congregants to see what resonated was important. For example, when leaders first
introduced the movie Extremis they were a bit apprehensive about how this would be received
by congregants, but this didn’t stop them from trying it out with a small group. The
overwhelmingly positive response and impact on congregants provided them with an “exhale”
moment of relief and an understanding that taking risks is important. Trusting people to tell
them what works and doesn’t is critical.
They have learned and continue to
learn what Planning Ahead means, what
people need, and how this program
benefits them and their loved ones. The
Planning Ahead leaders remain flexible,
continuously adjusting and improving
their sessions to tailor the curriculum
and format to the needs of the
participants. The Planning Ahead
ministry is unique in this way: the
participants direct the program’s
development path. Surveys are given at
the end of each session to prompt
participants to anonymously offer ideas and suggestions that are then incorporated into future
sessions and new programming. For example, they now offer sessions directed to the needs
and questions raised by young adults, ages 20-39. They have added funeral, estate, and legal
planning sessions to the mix of offerings.
Recognizing that physicians and health care workers have particular personal and professional
needs in this arena, a special cohort was designed for them to share challenges and offer
listening and mutual support to others in their field. Participants in this cohort reported that
the sessions helped them talk with their patients and families about difficult decisions with
more understanding.
The written and verbal feedback the Bethel leaders receive has been invaluable for sustaining
their work. Rev. Sabrina and Pastor Gloria noted how their intrinsic motivation is nourished
when they see and hear from congregants and the community how Planning Ahead has helped
them, their families, and their spirituality.1
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Two stories illustrating this point: Sabrina, the Planning Ahead Coordinator, presented her 5 Wishes® to her five children at
the close of a holiday celebration. Although she had told them in advance there would be a discussion about her end-of-life
decisions, during the discussion one of her adult children fled the room in tears. This same child later explained to her mom the
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Through Planning Ahead, the church community has bonded on a new, deeper level. As the
fear of talking about death decreased, a new freedom in faith has emerged. In the eyes of the
leaders, Planning Ahead has served as a vehicle to draw people into the church, “helping people
understand and know God, to feel His arms, and to appreciate the gifts of life—and death.” It
also has served as a vehicle for spreading this message outside the church walls, reaching their
wider African-American community. Congregants have asked Planning Ahead leaders to share
the importance of having conversations and planning ahead with schools, assisted living
centers, and other community groups. Planning Ahead’s leader, Rev. Sabrina Gray, notes, “Once
you get it out there, people see the value and it opens doors to bring more people in. Planning
Ahead has a long arm.”
This extended reach and internal
programming have been possible through
the leadership of a funded, dedicated
Planning Ahead point person. Rev. Sabrina
Gray has been an active and passionate
advocate, planner, and always-present face
of the Planning Ahead program. She has
built critical relationships and provides oneon-one support to congregants throughout
the process, ensuring its sustainability and
fresh perspectives. Pastor Gloria
emphasizes that identifying a passionate
and engaged leader has ensured the quality of stewardship across Bethel AME and has been
the best return on their work. They found that providing this leader with a stipend helped
provide added accountability and incentive.
They also emphasize the importance of having a thought partner, as they did with The
Conversation Project, to provide mutual support and serve as a sounding board to help propel
their work forward. Getting objective feedback, perspectives, and suggestions from someone
outside the congregation with respectful ears was helpful. In addition, setting a numerical goal
and tracking progress towards that goal also helped provide them with added energy and
adrenaline to keep this important work moving forward.

difficulty she had with listening and processing mortality, but signed up for the next young adult Planning Ahead series. Bertha,
a faithful member of the Bethel’s congregation, listened, asked questions, and shared her fears of having the conversation with
her sons. Neither of her sons wanted to hear or discuss her plans. Bertha shared her plans with her daughter-in-law, whom she
also asked to be her health care agent. However, through her ups and downs with her family, rethinking and changing her 5
Wishes® three times, she has now given a copy to her physician and family. One of her reluctant sons has now completed the
Planning Ahead sessions.
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The Healing Journey Continues
Pastor Ray and Pastor Gloria, Planning Ahead leaders, and the 184 participants continue this
journey with patience, helping one another learn and understand the Planning Ahead process.
Some people have stumbled, some have dropped out, some refused to join the discussion, but
184 have jumped in ready to walk with each other in this necessary journey. They remain
flexible and faithful to the process as it continues to unfold. Bethel AME congregants are well
on their way growing in faith, making informed decisions about end-of-life care and sharing
those decisions with those they love and those who need to know.
What does this work mean to them spiritually? Pastor Gloria White-Hammond notes, “There is
an extended, eternal goal in this work: it helps [congregants] spiritually to connect with God,
build stronger relations with family, get rid of fear about death and talk about it. It is their
healing balm.”
Want to connect with Rev. Gloria White-Hammond or Rev. Sabrina Gray? Email
pastorgloria@bethelboston.org or sbwgrace77@gmail.com.
Read and listen to Rev. Gloria White-Hammond share more of her story in this blog: Breaking
Down the Barriers Between Medicine and Spirituality.
• https://theconversationproject.org/tcp-blog/breaking-down-the-barriers-betweenmedicine-and-spirituality/
Further guidance on Getting Started Guide for Congregations and other resources for Faith can
be found on The Conversation Project’s Faith Resources page.
• https://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/ConversationProjectCommunityKit-Congregations-English.pdf
• https://theconversationproject.org/faith/
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